The Little Green
Book for PR &
IR agencies
Helping you
make your
clients look
great

benjaminball.com

10 years
supporting
agencies and
their clients

What challenges do
your clients face?

“Exceptional service and
a pleasure to work with
from start to finish.”
Suzanne Mount, MullenLowe salt

While communication is getting cheaper and
faster, it is becoming harder than ever to really
cut through.
Sometimes the problem is with the message, sometimes it’s
because of the messenger. But when you need your client to
come across clearly, confidently and to make an impact,
we can help.

Over the last 10 years we have supported:

350+

700+

clients

presentations

✔ Turn an inexperienced CFO into a powerful communicator

60+

100+

✔ Prepare management for their IPO roadshow

speeches

CMDs & results
presentations

Agencies use us to help their clients with some of the toughest
communications challenges. For example:
✔ Help a company boost its lagging bond price
✔ Build confidence in a management team at a Capital
Markets Day

Call Louise Angus to discuss the challenges you and your
clients face 020 7018 0922 or louise@benjaminball.com
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What will you
get from BBA?
Experience
You get a team and methodology that have
been supporting agencies for the last 10
years. We are specialists dedicated to getting
the best out of your clients. Because most of
the team have worked in financial services,
financial PR, fund management or journalism
you get huge added-value.

Experts
You get a team that spends its entire time
helping senior people get their messages
across persuasively to investors, the press and
other important audiences. A team that does
one thing – and does it brilliantly.

“Benjamin Ball Associates
have helped transform
how our clients get their
message across.”
Melissa Annetts, Director,
London Media PR

2. Train for media
engagement

Get help to:

1. Prepare and
rehearse investor
events
4. Prepare for
client pitches

3. Polish speeches
and presentations

Extra value
Some clients use us as expert third-party
advisors – others like to use us as part of their
in-house team. For us it’s about adding value
to you and your clients so that life is easier for
everybody.
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Call Louise Angus to discuss how we can make your
life easier: 020 7018 0922 or louise@benjaminball.com
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Prepare and rehearse
investor events

1

Whether your client is presenting annual results or
preparing their capital markets day, you can help them
impress shareholders, bondholders, sell-side and
buy-side analysts with tighter, punchier presentations
delivered with real impact. When we work with clients,
they get:

“Great coaching
makes a real
difference for a capital
markets day or results
presentation.”
Jane-Astrid More,
SPC-IR
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Stronger
investment
narratives

✔ Clarify what makes this a great investment
✔ Make the story easy to understand
✔ Neutralise investor concerns

Improved
materials

✔ Make documents easier to read
✔ Bring out the investment case
✔ Simplify, clarify & accentuate

Polished
team for top
performance

✔ Build confidence in investors
✔ Look like a cohesive, dynamic team
✔ Handle tough questions confidently

To improve your clients’ investor events, call Louise Angus
today on 020 7018 0922
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Train for media
engagement

2

Nobody should face the media without proper
preparation. Yet every day CEOs think they can just
wing it. If you need to stress-test your client’s messaging
or prepare them for a challenging media environment,
we can help you reduce the risks.

“Big thanks for all
your excellent help…
Your guidance has been
invaluable!... We would
NEVER have gotten here
without you.”
Amy Stillman,
Director of Communications,
The GIIN
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Practise clear,
useful and
relevant
messages

✔ Find the common ground between the
client and the journalist
✔ Bring the story alive with engaging stories
and examples
✔ Refine the art of bridging back to the
key messaging

Refine
confident
and engaging
delivery

✔ Look, behave and speak confidently
under pressure
✔ Handle nerves before and during an interview
✔ Look good on TV, sound good on the radio

Rehearse all
the toughest
questions

✔ Practise unexpected and unwanted questions
✔ Demonstrate the right level of concern and
human emotion
✔ Learn best-practice techniques

To prepare for upcoming media events, call Louise Angus
today on 020 7018 0922
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“A great toolbox
to improve on my
presentations... not only
to boards, analysts and
shareholders but to
all audiences.”
Neil Pope,
CFO, DU

Polish speeches
and presentations

3

Anyone can give a speech. But to give a great talk –
one that inspires, reassures and gets noticed – is tough.
You can call on us to help your client create and deliver
powerful talks and presentations that achieve cut-through.
Craft great
speeches

✔ Connect with the audience from the
opening line
✔ Keep the audience interested and get
their agreement
✔ Introduce powerful and memorable ideas

Prepare better
visual aids

✔ Create the right materials for each audience
✔ Avoid ‘death by PowerPoint’
✔ Create a seamless audience experience

Rehearse
for best
performance

✔ Look and sound confident on stage
✔ Come across as a natural performer
✔ Appeal to the audience’s emotions as
well as their intellect

And we also help your clients impress when participating
in or moderating a conference panel

To polish your client’s next speech, presentation or panel
call Louise Angus today on 020 7018 0922
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Prepare for client
pitches

4

As well as supporting client work, many agencies use us
to win new pitches.
When you want to win a big piece of business, especially
against tough competition, can you rely on your standard pitch?
If you want to stress-test what you are saying, refine your pitch
or rehearse your own team, then we can help.

“In a short time
BBA helped re-shape
our pitch, ensuring that
it was much easier
to identify the
value we bring.”
J.P. Harrop,
Co-Founder, Augentius
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Simplify and
clarify your
pitch

✔ Look at your pitch with a fresh pair of eyes
✔ Find quick wins and easy victories
✔ Help you stand out from the competition

Help the team
look cohesive

✔ Make sure the client feels good about your
messages, your materials and your team
✔ Improve team dynamics and the buzz in
the room
✔ Show your client you are as good at
listening as you are at pitching

Polish
performance
for best results

✔ Get the client feeling good from the start
✔ Practise handling the toughest questions
✔ End the pitch with a bang

To prepare your next winning client pitch, call Louise Angus
today on 020 7018 0922
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You’re in safe hands
with our top team
Benjamin Ball founded the company in
2010 after working in corporate finance
and media. Clients include Buchanan,
SPC-IR, Vigo, Finsbury and Consilium
where he supports fund raisings, results
and capital market days.

David Bond
30 years’ experience in presentation advice,
film making and fund management. Clients
include many of the agencies above where
he coaches speeches and investor pitches.
david@benjaminball.com

ben@benjaminball.com
Paul Farrow has 30 years’ experience
in PR, investment banking, and financial
journalism. Clients include Headland,
MullenLowe salt and London Media where
he coaches for speeches and media
engagement. Speaks fluent Spanish.

Louise Angus
Formerly Director of Sales, MTV Europe.
Now she helps firms achieve their
communications coaching ambitions.
Reach Louise on 07768 882 984.
louise@benjaminball.com

paul@benjaminball.com
Jane Renton
30 years’ experience in journalism,
TV, media, book writing and presentation
training. Clients include many of the
agencies above where she has been
a top-choice media trainer.

Louise Jackson
Operations Manager. Manages all our
work from initial booking to post-session
follow-up, accounting and invoicing.
Background in administration at the
University of Oxford.

jane@benjaminball.com

lj@benjaminball.com
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Benjamin Ball Associates
helps you do the best job
for your clients
When you select us, your client
gets a team that makes you
“We have worked
look good. Thanks to our
with BBA for 10 years
experience working with
throughout the Nordics.
senior executives and
Together with us, they
supporting them with
help bring out the best
important communications,
in our clients.”
you know they are in safe
hands. That’s why clients
Jane-Astrid More,
have kept coming back to
SPC-IR
us for over 10 years.

“Having worked with a
number of coaches over the
years, Paul tops them all.”
Suzanne Mount, MullenLowe salt

Why choose
Benjamin Ball Associates?
You get a team that has been supporting agencies and their
clients for over 10 years. And the team are specialists, with
backgrounds in corporate finance, fund management, financial
PR and journalism. They’ll work where and when you need them.

Agencies we support include:

Whether they need a quick few hours ‘polishing’ – or a few days
to get a major event into shape – we can help. We work face to
face and remotely via video conference. We know that our job is
to make your job easier.

Call Louise Angus today 020 7018 0922 or
Email louise@benjaminball.com
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Notes
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10 years supporting PR/IR
agencies and their clients

Polishing
speeches

Rehearsing
investor
events

Speak to Louise Angus
Benjamin Ball Associates
020 7018 0922
louise@benjaminball.com
benjaminball.com

Media
training

Preparing
pitches

“I highly
recommend
them!”
Melissa Annetts,
Director,
London Media PR

